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Abstract : The motivation of the project is to facilitate the governance body, as well as the common man in his/her daily life
consuming product rates, to easily monitor the expense, to control the budget with the help of single SMS (message), e-mail
facility, and to manage governance body by task management system. The system will also be capable of finding irregularities
being done by the concerned department in mitigating the complaints generated by the customer and also provide a solution to
overcome problems. We are building a system that easily controls the price control system of any country, we will feeling proud
to give this system free of cost to Indian Government also. The system is able to easily manage and control the price control
department of government all over the country. Price control department run in different cities under City District
Government, so the system easily run in different cities with different SMS Code and decentralize Database ensure the nonfunctional requirement of system (scalability, reliability, availability, security, safety). The customer request for the government
official price list with respect to his/her city SMS code (price list of all city available on website or application), the server will
forward the price list through a SMS, if the product is not available according to the price list the customer generate a
complaint through an SMS or using website/smartphone application, complaint is registered in complaint database and
forward to inspection department when the complaint is entertained, the inspection department will forward a message about
the complaint to customer. Inspection department physically checks the seller who does not follow the price list, but the major
issue of the system is corruption, may be inspection officer will take a bribe and resolve the complaint (complaint is fake) in
that case the customer will not use the system. The major issue of the system is to distinguish the fake and real complain and
fight for corruption in the department. To counter the corruption, our strategy is to rank the complain if the same type of
complaint is generated the complaint is in high rank and the higher authority will also notify about that complain, now the
higher authority of department have reviewed the complaint and its history, the officer who resolve that complaint in past and
the action against the complaint, these data will help in decision-making process, if the complaint was resolved because the
officer takes bribe, the higher authority will take action against that officer. When the price of any good is decided the
market/former representative is also there, with the mutual understanding of both party the price is decided, the system
facilitate the decision-making process. The system shows the price history of any goods, inflation rate, available supply,
demand, and the gap between supply and demand, these data will help to allot for the decision-making process.
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